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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY HOME 

PROGRAMME 2020 

 

Gross motor obstacle course for abled bodied learners 

Notes: Activities can be altered to each child’s ability. Some adaptations are included in 

brackets. Be creative with materials used, maybe your child’s favourite ball or toy car or doll 

might get them more involved. Have fun! 

Items needed:   

• 5 pairs of socks OR (small toys, small balls, bean bags) 

• Wooden spoon 

• Ball  

Optional:  

• Masking tape stuck in a square at the end of the corridor OR (Hula Hoop, rope)  

In an open space such as the corridor place the socks approximately 1 m apart  

 

Crawl zig zag through the socks from one side to the other. Return by walking zig zag 

through the socks.  

Next the learner will jump from one side to the other jumping over the socks. Once again 

have the learner crawl from one side to the other, but this time have the learner pick up the 

socks and place them on his/her back, balancing al the way back to the start.  

Place each pair of socks on the wooden spoon and walk to the other side of the corridor 

balancing the socks. Repeat until all the pairs of socks are on the other side of the corridor.  
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Once all the socks are on one side have the learner throw them back to the other side of the 

corridor have the learner aim at the masking tape square. 

Next have the learner stand in the masking tape square.  

 

Jumping patterns  

Jump in and out of the square moving in a forward and backwards direction. Perform the 

jumps 10 times, have the learner count each repetition out loud.  

Next jump backwards out of the square and back in for 10 repetitions.  

Repeat 10 jumps to the left and right.  

If your child is able to perform alternating movements have them jump with one leg inside 

and one outside of the square and then alternating.  

 

Throw and catch  

While your child is standing in the masking tape square Throw ad catch the ball 10 to 20 

times. If your child struggles with balance, have them stand on their knees and push the ball 

towards you.  

Grade the activity from throwing the ball directly to your child’s body (midline) to a little 

more towards the sides. Have the learner count repetitions out loud.  


